The living cell and many of its components, life-forms large and small, and artificially energized mimics of motility are all examples of Active Matter, in which free energy is taken up and consumed at the level of each particle, generally leading to systematic movement. An understanding of the individual and collective behaviour of active particles is one of the grand challenges of nonequilibrium statistical physics, and holds the key to a physical grasp of the mechanics and statistics of living matter. It is now widely appreciated that mechanics, through the exertion, detection, modulation and transduction of forces, plays a crucial role in cellular processes, decisions and fate. Fluctuations, flow, instabilities, and ordering phase transitions are seen over an enormous range of length scales in the living world. The success of agent-based flocking models, theories of the swimming of individual microorganisms, fundamental experimental and theoretical advances in catalytic self-propulsion, hydrodynamic theories of self-driven fluids, and increasingly quantitative experiments on extracts, cells and organisms testify to the extraordinary ferment created by the rise of active-matter physics. For continued intellectual vitality it is essential from time to time for a field to take stock, consolidate, and identify new challenges, new unifying principles, and the most promising directions for progress. We believe Active Matter is now at such a stage. The unique strength of the European Physical Journal E lies in its commitment to the physics of soft matter and biological systems, and we wish to take this opportunity to move that young field forward. Accordingly, this Topical Issue of EPJE presents the latest from some very active participants in this exciting field. In this issue you will find articles on: individual swimmers, modelled theoretically in Stokesian fluids [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , simulated in molecularly detailed biomembranes [7] , and realized in the form of catalytic colloids [8] ; cilia and flagella, beating individually [9,10], magnetically actuated [11], or synchronizing [12]; the collective behaviour of suspensions of active filaments, in experiments on cell extracts [13] and in hydrodynamic treatments [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , highlighting the roles of order, instabilities, chirality, concentration and condensation; anomalous spatiotemporal distributions arising from active motion [20, 21] ; and self-propulsion on solid surfaces, in theory [22] and in vibratedgrain experiments [23] . We are confident that these outstanding articles will stimulate new progress in the study of the dynamics and organization of self-driven particles, in charta, in silico, in vitro and in vivo, and we are delighted to offer this special issue to our readers.
